Industrial Postgraduate Programme (IPP) PhD
Thesis - Enhancing Generalizability of Machine
Learning Model in Production
Job description
Project Related to Advanced Data Analytics Large amount of data are usually required
to achieve generalizable deep learning image classification models. However, obtaining
labeled production image data is expensive. Data augmentation is a method to
increase generalizability and is routinely performed in each application. Recent
research has shown that Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) can be used to produce
sufficiently high quality labelled images to perform learning and these images can be
used to effectively conduct data augmentation. GAN is a class of neural networks which
aim to learn to produce images with the characteristics of those found in a given
training distribution.
Various data analytical solutions are developed in manufacturing to enhance decision
making, e.g. fault detection, classification or quality control. The applied models often
assume that the environment of data generation is constant, which means the feature
(or label) space or distribution of data does not change over time. This is because it is
difficult to account for new changes in the environment during model training.
However, changes are inevitable in production. These may be due to changes in
product design or production processes, changes in manufacturing location, adding
new sensors on machines or the effect of aging in sensors can cause changes in feature
space or data distribution. In a traditional approach, models are retrained with data
collected from new environment to overcome model degradation. Thus, collecting
sufficient data from the new environment is often difficult and time consuming.
The scope includes:
1.Explore different kind of GANs approach to evaluate the feasibility in performing data
augmentation in various image classification use cases intended to lengthen model life
cycle and reduce deployed model retraining activity.
2.Conduct a survey of various knowledge transfer (domain adaptation) method
approaches, and evaluate knowledge transfer approaches in production application
across various domain change scenario
3.Evaluate possible incremental online learning approaches, assess implementation
feasibility, and potential risk.
The candidate will also receive:
A monthly working stipend of S$4,000
Full sponsorship of school fees
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Profile
Singaporean Citizen or Permanent Resident at the time of application
Data Science, Artificial Intelligence, Computer Science Related Bachelor
Be eligible for full-time PhD studies

Why Us
Part of your life. Part of tomorrow.
We make life easier, safer and greener – with technology that achieves more, consumes
less and is accessible to everyone. Microelectronics from Infineon is the key to a better
future. Efficient use of energy, environmentally-friendly mobility and security in a
connected world – we solve some of the most critical challenges that our society faces
while taking a conscientious approach to the use of natural resources.

In accordance with the requirements set by the Singaporean Government, Infineon
Technologies Asia Pacific Pte Ltd (“Infineon”) can only allow individuals who are (a)
fully vaccinated, (b) certified to be medically ineligible for a vaccine or (c) have
recovered from COVID-19 within a prescribed period, onto company premises.
Therefore, Infineon requires all new employees, as well as contractors and business
partners, to be fully vaccinated against COVID-19. “Fully vaccinated” means individuals
have completed the full regime of an approved COVID-19 Vaccine as listed under the
World Health Organization (WHO) Emergency Use Listing (EUL) including the respective
post-vaccination period to ensure the vaccine has become full effective. Anyone who is
unable to be vaccinated due to an approved and/or recognised exemption condition
may apply for special consideration.

